
WHAT TO SAY/ASK ON YOUR DISCOVERY CALLS 

Scripts work- don’t get me wrong, however I feel when you use someone else’s 
scripts, it doesn’t always feel right because it’s not your words or how you would 
necessarily say something. This leads to your sales calls feeling icky or sleazy. 

Instead of giving you a “script”, below are some examples of things you can say 
and ask during your calls. Take and tweak the ones that feel right to you, leave 
the rest. 

Remember: Take lots of notes. This will make the close a lot easier. 

COMING INTO AGREEMENT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CALL: 

- This time is for us to learn more about each other and decide if it's right to work 
together. Is that cool? 

- I understand that we’re here today to see if you’re a good fit for one of my pro-
grams, is that right? 

FINDING OUT WHERE THEY ARE

- What made you decide to reach out? 

- Why did you want to have this conversation today? 

- What’s going on that made you want to invest in this call?

- What’s your biggest challenge?  (give one solution)

FINDING OUT WHERE THEY WANT TO BE

- What is your ultimate dream business? (life, relationship, etc)

- What would need to happen to make you feel like you made it?

- What would you love? Why?  (optional success story about client)



OPENING THE GAP 

- What is it today that is keeping you from achieving your dream business?

- What’s missing? What have you tried in the past? 

- How much did you make last month? How much do you want to make? 

- So let me understand this- you want x,y,z….. The problem is x,y,z

- I think i have a good understanding of where you are at, is there anything you 
would  like to add before I tell you more about ______________?

GAUGING THEIR URGENCY

- Why do you feel this is a great opportunity? 

- Why do you feel like now is the time to join? 

- Let me ask you… why is this a problem now? 

- Or even as simply as “Why now? 

- Why do you need _____ now”?

- How soon would you like to have that? 

- How much longer do you want to wait to _____________________

WHAT IS THEIR COMMITMENT LEVEL  

- How specifically is it costing you time with your family. 

- Why is that important to you? 

- You have some choices… you can continue _____________ (GAP BETWEEN 
GOAL) OR 

You can start ___________________ SO THAT YOU 
CAN____________________ (USE THEIR WORDS!) 



- “What do you think are the greatest benefits of you working with me?"

LEAD IN TO TELL THEM ABOUT YOUR PROGRAM/ SERVICES 

- I have program designed specifically to help people overcome these types of 
challenges that you mentioned and achieve the kind of results that you’re looking 
for. Would you like to hear a little bit about it? 

- Would you like to hear a little bit about what it could look like for us to work to-
gether? 

- Ask: Would you like to hear more about how I can support you in having that 
ideal business vision?

- Share your offers with results based language: Now this is not about guarantee-
ing results we are simply trying to share a clear path so that your prospect can 
see they are starting at point A (their struggle) and together you can get them to 
point B (their vision) with a result of _______. 

- Would you like to explore some next steps?

AFTER YOU TELL THEM ABOUT YOUR SERVICES: 

- How does that sound? 

- So what are you thinking? Is this what's right for you and your business? 

- Is this something you would like to do? 

SOFTER CLOSE- After you tell them about your product/ service: 

- What are your key takeaways? Would you like any further help with X,Y,Z ? 

- What are your next steps? (They tell you, or say “I don’t know”) Would you like 
some help with that? 



HARD CLOSE/FAST ACTING BONUS 

- I prefer working with people who make fast decisions... (offer a fast acting 
bonus- could be a discount or added service) 

- Basically, unless this is a an absolute yes today, let's leave today being totally 
clear it's a no. 

- How do you want to pay for this? Visa, MasterCard or PayPal? 

IF THEY SAY “I NEED TO THINK ABOUT IT” 

- What do you need to think about? 

- What other questions can I answer for you to make sure this is the right deci-
sion for you and your business? 

- Is there anything I’m not offering here that you need? 

IF THEY SAY “I DON’T HAVE THE MONEY” 

- What will waiting for the money do? 

- If you don’t do things differently now, how much longer will money continue to 
be your story? 

- What’s more important than this right now? 

- I understand. Would you be open to exploring ways that you can get the mon-
ey? 

- You don’t have the money? What’s the value of one customer/client? What if we 
could get you one or two more clients….

- It’s not about the money, if you had the money, if money wasn’t an problem, 
would this be a hell yes for you? 

- If this isn’t about the money, what is it about? 



Sales Call Structure (additional notes/alternative structure) 
 
Start with a genuine thank you 
Set the expectations for the call 
Ask them what prompted them to get on the call 
Have empathy  

1. Where are you now? 
2. Where do you want to be? 
3. What do you need my help with? 
 
Write down everything they say/ Solve their problem 

 
As a result or this 6 week program, you're going to be able to: 
#1,#2, #3 (what they said they wanted) 

 
Match your qualities/skills to Q3 in their words. It's about helping them under-
stand you 'get them', and have the skills they need to get them there.  
 
What do you need?  
What do you want my help with?  
 
That's exactly how I can help you? 
 
I can help you by xx 
I can help you by yy 
 
Match your skills to their wants.  
 
When are you looking to make this change/get help? When are you looking 
to start?  
 
If now - helps close sale, you can tell them you're next open for a new clients 
from 'X' date. You secure it for them now so they can get started ASAP by taking 
deposit (or whatever your procedure) now.  
 



Later/sometime - Outline your next availability. So own words 'no problem. 
Just to let you know my next openings for new clients are in (3 weeks/from 1st 
Dec/whatever) - so when you are ready just let me know ASAP so we can get 
started as close to when you want. - Adds scarcity and demand. “As soon as you 
decide let me know.”  
 
Any questions? (before talking about the investment) 
 
The investment is $___________ 
 
As a result of this investment you're going to get #1, #2, #3 
 
MONEY OBJECTION  
 
Whatever they say: "I understand" , I felt the same way, tell personal story  
 
We do _______ so that you can ____________  
 
I NEED TO THINK ABOUT IT: 

 
Whatever they say: "I understand"  
- take your time  
- feel free to email me with questions  
- are there any further questions 

Oh, lastly - WE!!! If you don't use it already, get used to 'we' becoming your 
next best friend of a word. When talking to clients, it's not all about what 'I' am 
going to do, or what 'you' are going to do, it's about what 'WE' are going to do. 
Articulate straight from the start you're a team doing this TOGETHER. We we 
we!! :)  


